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The Advantages of Web Content Writing
by Donald Smithon
Creating content has evolved into an art form of its own.
Coming up with fresh content every day is a talent, even more
now because we live in the age where the speed of everything
is doubled. And it all comes down to whether readers will
engage with your content. Good thing content writing for
websites has benefits print content cannot deliver.
Each website on the internet has a different voice, and in turn,
different kinds of content. As mentioned, at the end of the day, what matters is
readers engage with your piece, especially because there are a million other
websites fighting for your readers' attention as well. Here are the advantages (and
some tips) for web content writing.
1. Less Than 1,000 Words
A whopping 79 per cent of users scroll through a webpage instead of reading articles
word-for-word. Most people won't finish an article (albeit some won't even read
them), because too many other things are vying for their attention.
Embrace the fact that the world we're living in now is constantly
distracted because it will help you think of ways to capture your
readers. Think of your website fighting for your intended
audience's attention. Keep your content brief by establishing
your points head on to help readers know the point you want to
get across or only important details. Articles should be kept at
maximum 1000 words.
2. Keywords for SEO
As a writer, keywords can guide you so you don't get lost in a sea of words (or in the
absence of them). For your readers, however, keywords are made to ensure your
content comes up when they search for what they're searching for-what you, as a
content writer, can offer. Knowing what keywords to include and exclude are not only
common, but a necessity for web content writing.
However, a common pitfall for content writers is compromising quality to boost SEO.
A way to address this is to keep your keywords in mind, and work around that set.
It's particularly helpful to remember that your audience is not algorithms, but living,
breathing human beings like yourself.
Write as if you were writing to impress yourself. When you know exactly what you
should be writing about, you won't get lost.
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3. Readers Engage More Easily
As the number of writers grow easily online, so do the number of conversations. The
internet provides people a platform for engagement. Since then, points are raised
and other ideas are launched for discussion by readers through feedback. The
takeaway here is the exchange of information that can lead to more ideas for
content.
Capture your audience with compelling ideas and share your content. Content
writing for websites is compatible with social media. This will let more people reach
your content.
4. More Affordable Than Print
Web content writers are paid less because it's easier to
create content online. Traditionally, the process of getting
published involves many different steps beginning with
writers pitching ideas. Web content writers scrap that and
go directly to exerting their own judgment on what makes
a compelling article. This is due to the increasing demand
for online content.
If you're looking to hire content writers for your website, keep in mind you can still get
quality content for less compared to print.
Content writing for websites is an asset for your company. Because the internet is
taking over and the demand for content is at an all-time high, remember investing in
content writers is a must for your business.
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Improve Your Writing with a FREE WritersReign
Email Course
Free to readers of this article! And to be perfectly frank, free to any Tom, Dick or Harriet that
would like to sign up!
Click on the links for further details:
CREATIVE COURSE

ARTICLE COURSE
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